


Empowering the film-maker

Domino has set a new standard

for creativity, quality and produc-

tivity in the business of digital film

imaging. Hundreds of films,

ranging from Oscar-winning

effects extravaganzas to small

budget period dramas, have

benefited from the Domino effect

And as the demands made of

digital film systems shift from

overt effects to hidden, production-

enhancing image manipulations,

Domino's unique combination of

the highest image quality, inter-

active operation and realtime

review of results, is putting film

directors in the driving seat as

never before With Domino,

directors can make the film they

want rather than the one they

thought they could afford

Technology for creativity

The secret of Domino's power,

speed and versatility lies in its

heritage. Ouantel has more

experience in digital imaging than

any other company in the world.

Domino is designed and built from

the ground up for the job of

handling digital film images

The technological achievement in

offering users such a vast array of

high-speed image manipulation

tools, with realtime full resolution

working and review, while main-

taining every bit of colour and detail

information that can be printed,

has required a number of ground-

breaking technological develop-

ments, such as realtime playback,

a highly advanced 32 bit keyer

and a 16 bit per colour, colour

corrector

Creative compositing

Domino is the creative compositing

workhorse that sits at the heart of

the digital film facility -the place

where live action, CGI, mattes and

data come together at speed,

thanks to Ouantel's multi-format

Ouicksiwer1M dig~aJ image exchange.

Domino is also the final link in the

digital imaging chain, offering an

unequalled set of compositing,

colour correction, paint and effects

tools that bring the finished result to

life on film at a speed no other

system can come close to.

Lost in Space

GoldenEyeThe Borrowers The Winter Guest



Flatworld Haunted

unique up-rez capability is

increasingly being used for this

purpose, producing results on-

screen that stand up alongside

images which have remained in the

film domain throughout production,

And where film images are trans-

ferred to the printed page, poster or

billboard, this up-rez technique has

found wide use in re-purposing

images for print via Ouantel's

Graphic Paintbox@,

The highest quality

For the technically minded, Domino

has all the right answers. 12 bit

scanning, Dynamic Rounding@, and

internal processing at a depth of

32 bits -the highest of any system

on the market. Where the Domino

workstation is used in conjunction

with the Domino film scanner and

recorder, closed loop calibration

guarantees absolute fidelity

between input and output -

extracting every nuance of the

original negative -and putting it

all back on film at the end of the

imaging process.

Unique Interactivity

Domino's interactive, realtime

working and on-demand full

resolution review of work in

progress enable the artist both

to quickly identify the most

appropriate technique and be

fully confident in the quality of

result achieved,

Video-to-film-to-print

Putting video-originated images

on the cinema screen is also a

growing business, particularly in

the area of advertising. Domino:s

In the Heat of the Night FairyTale -A True Story



an Output Preparation Station for

the transfer, retouching and up-

rez of video files. as well as all

other digital image formats, prior

to output to the industry-standard

MGI Solitaire Cine III FLX/EV or

other output film recorder.

Domino Double 4 Workstation

The heart of the Domino system,

the Double 4 is a workstation for

creative compositing, effects

manipulation and restoration/

repair of digital film information

from any source, including CGI

and any digital film scanner.

Facilities include:

Whether you are designing a

new digital film facility or

expanding an existing opera-

tion, Domino's modularity

means that individual compo-

nents can be chosen to fulfil

specific requirements. An easy

upgrade path and compre-

hensive interconnectivity to

any digital film technology

allow any system to grow, so

meeting increasing and

changing needs.

Domino Film Scanner

High quality, fast, flexible and

reliable capture and conversion

of film into digital imagery. 12bit,

6k x 4k oversampling scanning

with Dynamic Rounding, guaran-

teeing full capture of the entire

printable film range with head-

room to accommodate later re-

purposing of the footage. All

4 perf 35mm formats and all

2 perf 16mm formats accepted.

More information

Contact your local sales office for

our Product Guide or visit

www.quantel.com/3143domino/

Domino 1/0 Lab

Complete film-in, film-out system

that combines the Domino Film

Scanner with the Domino OPS,

giving alternate scanning and

recording facilities.

Scanned images are displayed

on the host workstation's colour-

matched monitor as they are

scanned. Retouch facilities

for correcting minor defects are

included. 30 seconds of on-board

disk storage.

.16 minutes on-board,

random access disk storage

.Interactive working with, and

review of, full film resolution

material

.Multi-process keyer

.Multi-layer compositing

.Integral picture mover

.Comprehensive film colour

correction

.On-board Paintbox~ with full

vector typeface library

.Auto-Lock-Follow tracking and

stabilisation

.Film colour-balanced, film rez

monitoring

.Mixed resolution working up to

3k x 2k (from 1.5k x 1 k -3k x 2k)

.All film formats -Academy,

Widescreen, Anamorphic,

70mm Cinemascope

.Grain management

Domino OPS

System for re-imaging of digital

pictures to motion picture film

stock. This unit also operates as
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Quicksilver places Domino

at the heart of the digital film

facility, providing the means by

which images from all aspects

of the digital film process, from

film scanners and CGI systems,

to standard PC, Mac and

Windows NT platforms, come

together, regardless of bit

depth, size or format.

Transparent interchange

Domino with Quicksilver brings

significant revenue and produc-

tivity advantages to any digital film

facility. Quicksilver uses Quantel's

unique blend of dedicated hard-

ware and software to provide a

fast, efficient and loss-free bridge

Bypassing the conventional

bottlenecks involved in image

transfers, and eradicating the

problems of file format conversions,

Quicksilver provides a completely

transparent interchange medium

Fuss free transfer

Material stored on the tape may

be reviewed at any time by simply

connecting a monitor to the D1

recorder. D16 is the perfect

complement to the Quicksilver

network, allowing material to be

transferred between remote

Domino systems with the mini-

mum of fuss D16 also provides a

bridge into the video world,

allowing video material to be input

directly to Domino for up-rez for

theatrical release.

Bringing it all together

Once set up for a particular

format, operation is fully auto-

mated. With storage for 16

minutes of full resolution digital film

on its random access disk store,

Domino will support even the most

complex compositing task Using

material from a wide variety of

sources, within a single pass,

Domino puts the artist and director

in full control and gives complete

confidence of the quality of the

finished results on film.

Quantel has developed the

world's only bulk digital film

image storage and exchange

mechanism that allows digital

footage to be reviewed off-line

without having first to be

reloaded into the digital film

system itself. Called D16, this

innovative technology makes

use of loss-free component

digital tape, and allows full

resolution (3k x 2k) digital film

images to be output to digital

tape via a standard D1 recorder.

D16 is also extremely quick,

allowing three frames to be

stored every two seconds, and

played back into Domino at the

same rate when required.

The ideal archive

016 also provides an ideal archive

medium, ensuring that generations

to come can benefit from perfect

prints from the original digital data

at any time in the future, so totally

eliminating the need for restoration

which would be inevitable even

with today's highly stable film

stocks.

Flatworld -Compositing of animation

sequences and extensive colour

correction were carried out in Domino.

Lost in Space -Extensive CG work

composited on Domino



Domino boasts the most

versatile and fastest keyer of

any system in the industry, with

a massive array of tools which

together produce totally

convincing results in a single

pass. Domino's dedicated,

totally integrated structure also

means that its keyer can be

used interactively in combi-

nation with any other Domino

facilities, such as the colour

corrector, tracker, picture

mover, Paintbox and matting

tools.

Total reality

Domino's colourspace can be

manipulated separately from

luminance, and its Colour Fettle

facility takes full advantage of this,

allowing any colour or range of

colours to be selected and

controlled totally independently.

Wisp and Spill controls ensure that

fine detail is always retained -the

hallmark of a convincing result.

Additive keying facilities mean that

challenging elements -fire, smoke,

water- can be easily re-integrated

with new backgrounds. Up to 10

keyers can be used simultaneously,

allowing shots to be broken down

into user-definable and manage-

able elements.

~

Complete versatility

Domino's Quicksilver network

connection allows images -and

their associated mattes generated

on computer-based systems -to

be seamlessly transferred into

Domino and integrated with new

elements. Domino's interactive,

realtime full resolution review

capability means the integrity of

results can be instantly checked

at any time.

Long Kiss Goodnight -Effects and

compositing work ca/Tied out in this film

on Domino included rig and wire

removal, colour co/Tection and

rotoscoping of muzzle flashes. Here the

bridge and explosion were composited

and colour corrected, and debris added

to enhance the impact of the shot

Seven Ye8fS in Tibet -Extensive Domino

work included the compositing of a still

foreglOund (the Dalai Lama's Palace)

over a live action background, as well

as a number of backglOund extensions,

compositing of period buildings into

shots and clOwd replication
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Lost in Space -One of the biggest

effects movies ever made features over

400 shots completed on Domino, and

uses viltually every facility of the system,

including multi-layer compositing, colour

correction, CG integration via Quicksilvel;

tracking, rotoscoping, rig and wire

remova{



Tracking is an indispensable

tool in the digital film arsenal.

Domino's interactivity allows

tracking to be used in conjunc-

tion with every other facility,

with applications ranging from

simple object replacement, rig

and wire removal and the

elimination of weave, to image

and film repair.

Muppet Treasure Island- Considerable

blue screen and compositing work was

executed on Domino. In this shot,

Domino's multi-point tracker enabled the

model sailing ship to be composited into

a real sea shot and to follow the motion

of the 'target' boat to produce an utterly

realistic composite

Fast and accurate

Domino's tracking works to sub-

pixel accuracy, particularly vital

where convincing composites are

to be made It is multi-point,

enabling any object or shape to

be tracked and replaced or

modified in three-dimensional

space simply by identifying the

relevant number of target points.

Off-screen tracking is also

possible with Domino, following

targets as they move off-screen,

using motion prediction to

provide convincing movement

in a single pass



Lawndogs -Domino's tracker employed to wash the

river over the bridge.

Mulholland Falls -A combination of Domino's tracker

and the integration of a CG crater produced a totally

convincing, moving background plate for this shot



Getting the full picture

The Domino Scanner has a range

of primary colour correction tools

with interactive on-screen review.

The calibrated monitor means that

what is seen on screen is exactly

what appears on print at screening

The Domino Scanner has tools

offering a similar level of control

over grading/timing to a conven-

tional film lab, but its interactive

frame-by-frame review uniquely

offers first-time perfect results,

every time. The ability to preview

what has been scanned to check

for digital drop-outs or scratches

before commitment to tape means

all tape deliveries are perfect

Consistent colour

Domino's colour correction can

also be used in conjunction with its

tracking and stabilisation tools to

stabilise colours over a complete

clip, so eliminating tell-tale

variations between frames (film

flicker) Domino's colour corrector

is so powerful that even day-for-

night shots can be undertaken with

totally convincing results.

One of the most time-

consuming procedures in

conventional film opticals is

colour grading/timing, with each

scene requiring extensive and

complex frame-by-frame test

wedging for colour and density,

usually over a period of days.

Where multi-layer composites

are being produced, the

problems and delays are

compounded. Domino radically

reduces the time taken for such

work, and its powerful toolset

offers an unprecedented level of

control over every facet of

colour.

Precision colour control

The Domino workstation itself

offers total, precision control of

every aspect of colour, from the

simple alteration of the mood of a

shot, to the rapid colour balancing

of multiple layers in a composite.

Colour correction is totally

selective -it is keyframable, and

affects only the defined areas of

each frame. It is also used in

conjunction with the keyer in the

elimination of colour spill, and the

selective replacement of edge

detail with appropriate background

colours, giving utterly realistic

composites. Interactive, realtime

operation at full resolution ensures

that what is seen on the screen is

exactlv what appears on film.

First Knight (top) -Domino's colour

corrector was employedfo wann

uo this shot



Film post production involves

the removal of wires, rigs and

other supports from shots.

This is bread and butter work

for Domino, producing seam-

less results in a fraction of the

time taken by any other system

or method.

isolate the rig or wire over the

entire shot, and provide the 'track'

over which adjacent or slightly

offset pixels can be placed using

the picture mover Alternatively, the

tracker can be used to define the

mask through which clean footage

from the previous or next frame

can be used to overwrite the

support. Difficult jobs can then be

retouched manually using

Domino's on-board Paintbox

facilities.

Versatility

Domino offers a number of tech-

niques for achieving these results,

and artists will usually choose a

combination of several depending

on the nature of the shot. Domino's

tracker in conjunction with the Zip

brush will quickly and automatically

The Borrowers -To cany off the illusion

of small people moving in a large world

over the entire length of the film required

very sophisticated blue screen,

compositing and tracking, coultesy of

Domino

~"4
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Pinocchio- Extensive blue screen

work and wire removal carried out on

Domino.



The Domino workstation has the

full power of the legendary

Quantel Paintbox. This facility

can be a tremendous budget-

stretcher, making the impossible

look convincing, saving expensive

location shoots and re-shoots.

Such is the quality of results that

even totally synthetic back-

grounds can be held in shot for

longer than conventional glass

paintings.

Haunted -A classic example of the

power of Domino's built-in Paintbox.



Invisible effects

As the demands made of digital

film systems mature from being

overtly effects-driven to integrating

invisible effects for both budgetary

and creative reasons, Domino's

unlimited ability to alter reality in a

totally believable manner is

becoming ever more pivotal to

directors, producers and effects

supervisors around the world.

Suspending disbelief

Domino's paint facilities also offer

powerful matte generation capa-

bilities, with automatic stencils via

both hi-con and keyer pulled on a

frame-by-frame basis, which can

then be interactively altered

manually as required With

Domino, the removal of pylons,

con-trails and lV aerials from a

period drama becomes a simple

post production process rather

than an on-location drama in itself.

The creation of a fantasy world

combining CGI, photography and

stock footage is also well within

Domino's power, as hundreds of

movies already demonstrate.

Paintbox on board

Tools include paint, chalk and

airbrushes, which can be used in

combination with Stencil@, cut and

paste, colour correction and pixel

cloning facilities. Background

composites can be quickly built

from disparate photographic or film

source material, while use in

combination with Domino's tracker

allows invisible retouching of both

moving foreground and back-

ground elements. Elements within

the background can also be

animated using Domino's picture

mover and key/stencil facilities.

The Winter Guest -The story depends

upon a frozen sea -but the director was

able to shoot in his chosen location and

freeze the sea in post production with

Domino

Frigidaire -CG background composited

and matted with live action foreground in

Domino



Many studios and rights

owners are investing in the

restoration of classic film

archives for both theatrical and

home cinema release.

Fast and faithful

Domino is perfectly equipped to

meet every demand of the

restoration process. Sheer speed

means that even films with

relatively low distribution and sell-

through potential can be

economically contemplated for

digital restoration, while supreme

image quality means that every

detail of the original can be

regained, retained and brought

back to life, even in cases where

the original stock has deteriorated

badly, and suffered serious

mechanical damage.

Damage to an original negative

can have catastrophic results;

the favoured shot is found to

have mechanical damage from

the film gate; defective trans-

ports have creased the nega-

tive; the archive film of a

classic movie has become so

fragile that it has torn; hairs

and dust have ingrained

themselves in the emulsion.

Domino offers the film-maker

and restorer a range of tech-

niques capable of saving even

the most extensively damaged

footage.

The tools for the job

Domino's versatile toolset allows

invisible repairs to be swiftly made

using a choice of automated and

manual paint, copy, tracking and

inter-frame differencing The Warp

function further enhances the

Domino toolset by independently

altering the RGB elements.
Bell'Antonio -Restoration to remove

tears, scratches and dust and to

recreate the original contrast and

theatrical experience of the film, all

carried out in Domino
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Undamaged pixels from the area

immediately surrounding the

damage can be selected in a

semi-automated manner and

shifted across, frame-by-frame, to

cover the damage.

from one to the other. Thus, where

the damage is in a different

position on each frame, as is

usually the case with film tears,

either the previous or next frame

can be held behind the current

frame and the 'clean' area simply

painted through.Domino's unique sophisticated

colour correction facilities, based in

YUv colourspace, have a far wider

and more precise control of colour

than ordinary RGB-based systems.

Domino's interactive operation

enables the user to carry out the

restoration and review in realtime

at full film resolution on-screen,

giving complete confidence in the

fidelity of the final result on film

Digital longevity

Domino's D16 archiving system

allows a digital original of the

restored film to be economically

made, offering the potential for

perfect prints in the future

Quality matters

The Walt Disney Company has

chosen Domino for the restoration

of its valuable archive The

decision follows extensive testing

to ensure the technical and

creative integrity of the original

films is preserved in the restoration

process. Other studios and rights

owners have chosen Domino for

the same reasons it delivers the

highest quality of any system, at

unmatched speed.

Invisible repairs

Where the damage is in a similar

area over a series of frames, for

example damage caused by gate

scratches, Domino's tracker can

be set-up to follow the damage

and automatically position 'clean'

adjacent pixels over it. Soft-edged

masking ensures an invisible

repair Domino can also hold one

frame behind another, and allows

the artist to literally paint through

In the Heat of the Night -Scratch

removal and dust-busting carried

out on Domino to restore this

classic film



Domino's library of literally

hundreds of the highest quality

digital typefaces is instantly

available, as well as editing, effects

and colour manipulation tools. Type

comes with an automatic stencil, so

can be easily placed over a moving

background, the stencil effectively

acting as a ready-made, perfect

matte. Static pages can be simply

dissolved up and down at any rate

and animated pages are rapidly

set-up using Domino's 3D picture

mover. A tumbling, zooming,

dissolving, colour-animated title

sequence can be created almost

as quickly as a straightforward roll.

Main title sequences and

trailers are major productions

and even straightforward static

dissolves, particularly if they

are to run over live action

backgrounds, can take days of

preparation and can result in

generation loss problems.

With Domino the titles director

can take radically new

approaches to titles and trailer

design as Domino offers the

opportunity for unlimited

creative freedom and time to

experiment. The same kind of

care and creativity that went

into creating the movie can go

into producing a visually

stunning sequence which does

the film justice, without busting

the budget.

Cousin Bette -Title sequence created in

Domino.

Domino's new comprehensive

audio package brings

additional flexibility when

preparing title sequences and

trailers for film outs.

~





Domino has the tools to deliver

totally realistically enhanced

sets without increasing produc-

tion costs. Backgrounds can be

extended by digitally replicating

the existing scene, or generated

from separate source stills or

stock footage. Crowd scenes

can be achieved using only a

small number of extras, shot in

different positions and then

seamlessly composited into the

final shot. In this way, talent and

equipment can be added to, or

removed from, shots at any

time: invaluable if the talent is

unavailable for part of the

shoot, or has to be removed

from a scene for any reason.

Comedian Harmonists -Domino was

used for crowd replication and other

compositing tasks throughout this film

With Domino, any problems

which occur can be fixed in

post, saving costs and exten-

ding flexibility to empower film-

makers to realise every facet of

their vision.

That Thing You 00 -Crowd replication

and extensive retouching on Oomino

delivered high production values at

sustainable production cost



Television distribution systems to

the home dramatically reduce

quality, but because the material

originated on film and remains in

the 601 digital domain, there is far

more quality inherent in the images

than can be experienced on

domestic or even professional

television. By simply transferring the

material into Domino using either

D16 or Quicksilver networking, and

applying Domino's superb multi-

point bi-cubic interpolation, full

advantage can be taken of all

image information to create a

cinema resolution film transfer at

quality which equals material that

has remained in the film domain

throughout production.

Film to print transferred directly from Domino

From posters to print advertising, to Graphic Paintbox and up-rezed

print collateral is also becoming to full print quality, using Ouantel's

increasingly important in movie superb interpolation algorithms

marketing Here, Ouantel's The full power of Ouantel's

Graphic Paintbox fits the bill Graphic Paintbox is then used to

Film resolution images can be create the final composite image

Lost in Space poster created on Graphic Paintbox from original fifm images

Video to film

Television commercials increasingly

find their way on to the cinema

screen Domino delivers superb

quality video-to-film transfers and

provides an important source of

revenue for many Domino owners

Domino delivers highest quality for

several reasons Much television

advenising originates on film and

is convened to digital data via high

quality telecines From this point,

the material remains in the full

bandwidth 601 digital domain,

where the careful signal handling

offered by Quantel television

systems such as Henry'\ Editbox"

and Hal" guarantee loss-free

progress through to the finished

result in 601 digital video format. Film to video

The same interpolation algorithms

used in reverse can also provide

a video resolution copy of material

held in Domino, giving directors,

producers and effects supervisors

the opportunity to review work in

progress or finished results in

virtually any setting.

Domino has a full range of Java

plug-in's, further enhancing

Domino's flexibility.



Thanks to our customers for the use of images.

The features listed in this brochure are only a partial list of the systems.

capabilitios. Specific functionalitios and capabiimes may be changod

over time and are detailod in full in the Product Guide Quantel"s

policy of continuous product improvement will result in many further

enhancomonts Quantel rosorves tho right to alter specifications

without notice Contact your local saies office for further information


